MOVEMENT-BASED EXERCISE WORKSHOP

Based on recent understandings about the fascial system, exercise should be considered as a series of integrated movement patterns as opposed to isolated muscle actions. That research has inspired us to create this new 1-day workshop, meant to replace our Functional Training & Assessment Workshop. You’ll develop an understanding of integrated anatomy and learn coaching techniques for movement-based exercise that can help your clients reach their goals. You’ll also review how to design programs using the ACE Integrated Fitness Training® model.

YOU WILL LEARN:
- How fascial structures function as integrated systems to accelerate, stabilize and decelerate movement
- Postural assessments to identify compensations in all three planes of motion
- Relationship between mobility and stability along the kinetic chain
- Proper progressions for integrated movement patterns
- Develop movement-based exercise programs based on the ACE IFT® model

CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED! REGISTER TODAY AT ACEFITNESS.ORG/MBE

Join us in Las Vegas on Saturday, October 27th • 8 AM - 5 PM • $175 (students and staff $140.00)
Email Michael Davis at Workshops@ACEFitness.org for discount information

Hosted by: UNLV Student & Recreation Center
4505 S. Maryland Pkwy, Las Vegas, NV 89154

Pre-approved for ACE, ACSM, NASM, NCSF and NFPT CECs!
(Other organizations may use a petition or other acceptance process)